Finding and Citing Creative Commons Images Worksheet

Topic: ____________________________________________________________

Write a list of descriptive keywords related to your topic. Think concretely and visually about what you want to find in your images- people, places, objects, colors, time period, etc.

Describe the image(s) you found:

Pick one of the images you found to complete the rest of the worksheet.

Resolution: ________________________________________________________
URL: ____________________________________________________________
CC license: ________________________________________________________

With this license you can:  ❑ Use it for your class assignment
❑ Use it to make money
❑ Modify, adapt, or build upon it

With this license you must:  ❑ Give credit to the creator
❑ Get permission from the creator to use it
❑ Use the same CC license for your own work

Write out an attribution to use as a citation for this image
Formula: [Title] by [Creator] is licensed under a [license name] license.

Example (two ways): 1) Brooklyn Bridge New York City by Martin is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license.  OR 2) Brooklyn Bridge New York City by Martin is licensed under a CC BY 2.0 license.

CC attribution: ____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________